The relationship of the mean glandular dose with compressed breast thickness in mammography
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Abstract: The aim of the present study was to investigate the relationship between mean glandular dose (MGD) and compressed breast thickness (CBT) by using the data collected from a patient survey and the experiment results. Exposure parameters of 360 mammographic procedure that using AEC (automatic exposure control) mode were recorded and incident air kerma (K) were measured using a QA dosimeter then MGDs were calculated by using Dance's formula. The data were categorized to four brands groups and analyze respectively. The results of the study showed that the CBT population ranged from 13 to 75 mm with a nominal distribution and mean thickness was 42 mm with standard deviation of 12 mm. MGD showed a positive correlation with CBT and incident air kerma (K). MGD in 2 of the 4 brand groups had a positive relation with CBT while other two groups did not show a similar trend. In a range of 20 to 60 mm, MGD showed a positive correlation with CBT. The results of the present study indicated that CBT could influence the MGD through multiple pathways and these pathways represent different mechanisms.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most frequent cancer and cause for cancer-induced deaths in women in Europe (1,2). Early detection through mammographic screening systematically is the most effective and feasible method to substantially lower current breast cancer mortality and reduce the burden of this disease in the population (3). Mammography is the most widely used method in breast diagnostic procedure. However, there is a small risk of radiation induced carcinogenesis associated with the mammographic procedure and this made the estimation of the absorbed dose to the gland tissue of the breast an important part of the quality control of the examination. Mean glandular dose (MGD) is usually used to estimate the breast dose in several protocols such as European Commission protocol and IAEA protocol. MGD is difficult to measure directly and can be estimated by multiplying the incident air kerma (K) with a series of conversion factors. Monte-Carlo method is introduced in several studies such as Dance to calculate the conversion factors which was tabulated as result of these studies (4,5).

The aim of this manuscript is to observe the relationship of the MGD level with CBT in the diagnostic mammographic procedure and discuss the mechanisms of the relationship.

Methods

Mammography equipment

Eighteen hospitals in five cities were picked in China.
Seventeen are public hospitals and one is private hospital. One mammography system was selected in each sample hospital and in these 18 equipments, 10 of them are DR and 7 of them are CR system and 1 of them are SFR system. The details of the equipments were displayed in the Table 1.

### Table 1: The details of the mammography equipments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senographe DS</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senographe 2000D</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senographe</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affinity</td>
<td>Hologic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha RT</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenia</td>
<td>Hologic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gitto</td>
<td>Gitto</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuance</td>
<td>Planned</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Classic</td>
<td>Planned</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammomat 1000</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammomat Nova</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMMOMAT3000 NOVA</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat-BYM</td>
<td>METALTRONICA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SFR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patient data

A total of 360 radiographic mammography exposures were picked from the exposures in these sample hospitals to take part in the study. Forms containing exposure parameters (include voltage, tube load) and patient information were filled by the technicians who perform these examinations in sample hospitals. The CBT (compressed breast thickness) was provided by the scale of the mammography equipment and was confirmed with a ruler. Data of 20 different exposures [10 for craniocaudal (CC) and 10 for mediolateral oblique (MLO)] who had a mammography examination were gathered in each hospital at the time period of Sep 2012 to Mar 2013.

Measurement of MGD

The MGD for each acquired image was calculated according to Dance’s study (4,5), using the formula $\text{MGD} = \frac{K g c s}{1}$

$K$ is the incident air kerma at the upper surface of the breast, measured without backscatter. And $g$, $c$ and $s$ are Monte Carlo calculated conversion factors. The factors $g$ is the incident air kerma ($K$) to MGD factor for a breast of 50% glandularity. The c-factor corrects for any difference in breast composition from 50% glandularity. The s factor is used to correct differences arising from the use of X-ray spectra generated by anode target/filter combinations other than Mo/Mo. All the source of these three factors is from the Dance’s study by Monte-Carlo method (5).

$K$ and half value layer (HVL) data were obtained with a QA radio dosimeter (model: Barracuda; RTI Corporation, Sweden) after the investigation forms were collected from the sample hospitals. The mammography equipment were operated to make an exposure according to the parameters (tube voltage; tube output, target/filter combination) recorded in the form and the incident air kerma ($K$) were measured by the QA radio dosimeter. The QA radio dosimeter was calibrated in the traceable Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory at the Shanghai Institute of Measurement and Testing Technology (SIMT). The measurements were performed in the time period from Jan, 2013 to Mar, 2013. Two sets of 99.9% purity aluminum filter were used for HVL measurements. Measurements were corrected according to the inverse-square law for each individual breast thickness.

Statistical analysis

Linear regression was performed by SPSS, version 19.0. Correlation analyses were performed by tow-tailed Spearmen test to verify the significant of the functions fitted by linear regression.

Result

In order to observe the relationship of the MGD (unit: mGy) and the exposure parameters with the CBT, information of the 360 exposures and the CBT were analyzed. The CBT of the patient population ranged from 13 to 75 mm. Mean thickness was 42 mm with standard deviation of 12 mm. The distribution of the CBT fitted the nominal distribution with kurtosis of −0.327 and skewness of 0.004. The Figure 1 showed the distribution of the CBT.

The distribution of the CBT is shown in Figure 1.

The relationship of the MGD with the CBT

MGDs of the mammographic procedure were calculated
by using the eq. [1]. Figure 2 showed the MGD level of the different CBT group and it showed a current that the MGD may increase with CBT. Linear regression was used to fit a function (y=0.151·x+0.195). However, the correlation between the two variables was not so well fitted (R²=0.043, P<0.01).

The relationship of the MGD composition factors and the CBT

In order to observe the trend of the MGD composition factors (K, g, c) with CBT, K (incident air kerma), g-factor and c-factors against the CBT was showed in Figure 3A, B and C.

The Figure 3A, B and C suggested that K and c-factor have a positive correlation and g-factor has a negative relation with CBT. The result of the correlation analysis was showed in the Table 2.

The relation of the MGD with the CBT with different brand

In order to minimize the uncertainties originate from the technology of the different manufacturers, the data were categorized to four groups (GE, Hologic, Planmed and Siemens). Two equipments from other two manufacturers were deleted in this part of results. Figure 4A,B,C,D showed the MGD level of different CBT group in these four brands mammography equipments.

Discussion

For the reason of the relative high sensitivity of the glandular tissue in woman breast, many studies focused on the breast dosimetry in mammographic procedure and these studied showed that the MGD could be influenced by many factors (6,7). Part of these factors came from the equipments such as tube voltage (unit: kV), tube output (unit: mAs) and HVL while part of these factors came from the patient. The most important factor from patient is CBT which is known as CBT.

Some previous studies showed that the CBT could have a significant effect on MGD in mammography (8,9). The positive correlation of MGD with CBT showed in present study was similar to some previous studies (8,10-12). However, the function fitted by linear regression could not fit so well (R²=0.043, P<0.01) and that is similar with the result of a previous study in Turkey (13). The curve displayed in Figure 2 showed a platform at the range between 30 and 50 mm. This result was similar with CNT mode result in a previous research by Chen who had studied the relation of MGD with CBT by three kinds of AEC modes in a Senographe 2000DS FFDM system and Chen believed there might be other factors playing important roles in this process (14).

From the present study it can be concluded that the relation between MGD and CBT is complicated. Among the four compositions in the right side of the eq. [1], three factors named K, g and c could be affected by CBT.
The relationship of the CBT with incident air kerma (K)

Incident air kerma (K) is the most majority influential factor of all factors in the eq. [1]. K showed a positive correlation with CBT from the Figure 3A. The mechanism is that a bigger CBT which means a thicker woman breast would increase the density judgment made by the equipment in AEC mode and it would increase the tube output (unit: mAs). Consequently, this would increase the incident air kerma (K) of the mammography procedure. The linear relation of tube output with CBT displayed in Figure 4D showed that the K and tube output (unit: mAs) varied the same pattern as CBT increase and the relation of K with tube output showed in Figure 5 showed K had a strong correlation with tube output (unit: mAs).

The relationship of the CBT with coefficient factors (g-factors and c-factors) in Dance’s model

In Dance’s model, g-factors and c-factors had a relationship with CBT in different direction and this represent different mechanisms that CBT would affect MGD level.

In the study of Dance, g-factor was defined as coefficient from K to MGD for a breast of 50% glandularity. A model
breast was defined in the Monte-Carlo program of the Dance’s study. The factor was estimated as the ratio of the energy absorbed in the glandular tissues to the product of the incident air kerma (K) and the mass of the glandular tissue present in the central region of the breast.

On the circumstance of the K is fixed, although a thicker breast which means a bigger CBT could increase the energy deposit in the breast tissue but the increased mass of glandular tissue could decreased the absorbed dose (unit: Gy). This is the reason why the g-factor decreases as CBT increases.

The c-factors affected by CBT in the opposite direction with the g-factors do. The function of the c-factors is to correct the MGD difference originate from composition of the breast which is called glandularity of the breast. Several study on glandularity showed that the thicker breast tend to have a less glandularity (5,15). So a thicker compressed woman breast which means a bigger CBT would make the c-factors change towards the same direction as the smaller glandularity that means a decrease of the breast density and that could increase the MGD. On the other hand, the glandularity of the woman breast could be affected by the age (16-18). This is why the Dance gave two tables of the c-factors for different age group.

A series of simple linear regression were made to compare the effect degree of the three factors in the right side of the eq. [1] and the results of the linear regressions in the Table 3 indicated that K is the most majority influential factors of the three.

Table 4 summarized the mechanisms of how the CBT influence the MGD.

**The relation of the MGD with the CBT with different brand**

In a solo equipment study the MGD may be affected by
the CBT through the mechanism above, however a new situation appeared in a multiple equipments study that the MGD may be affected by the parameter select technology in AEC mode of different manufacturers. Figure 4 showed the relationship of MGD versus CBT in different brand of equipment in present study. The figures showed that the MGD in Hologic group and Planmed group had a positive relation with CBT while the GE group and the Siemens group did not show a similar pattern. Figure 5 showed that the incident air kerma ($K$) against CBT in different brand groups and all these four curves showed a trend of increase with CBT. The results of Figures 4 and 5 indicated that although the $K$ would increase with CBT increases, however, with the effect of coefficient factors the output of MGD may display a different current. The reason of this situation is the different patterns of the $K$ versus CBT and these patterns may have different causes such as technology of the manufacturers, different AEC modes in some brands which were reported in Chen's study (14).

Additionally, image type (CR, DR or SFR) of the equipment could also effected the MGD level in this kind of situation which was reported in a previous analysis (7,19).

Table 3 The results of the linear regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MGD composition factors</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>2.050</td>
<td>-1.194</td>
<td>$y=2.050\cdot x-1.194$</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-factor</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>$y=-0.072\cdot x+0.584$</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-factor</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>$y=0.054\cdot x+0.756$</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). MGD, mean glandular dose.

Table 4 The mechanisms of the CBT influence MGD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MGD composition factors</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>CBT↑→optical density↑→tube output↑→$K$↑→MGD↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-factor</td>
<td>CBT↑→mass of the breast↑→energy deposit per mass unit↓=MGD↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-factor</td>
<td>CBT↑→glandularity↓→density of the breast↓→mass↓→energy deposit per mass unit↑=MGD↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CBT, compressed breast thickness; MGD, mean glandular dose.

Conclusions

In a range of 20 to 60 mm, MGD showed a positive correlation with CBT. The results of the present study indicated that CBT could influence the MGD through multiple pathways and these pathways represent different mechanisms.
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